Gender HCI and Microsoft: Highlights from a Longitudinal Study
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Abstract—Research has emerged over the past decade showing
gender biases in software. Although a few methods and prototype
systems have emerged to help address this issue, none have been
reported to have an impact on the people who actually build soft-
ware. In this paper, we summarize a few highlights from a year-
long field study investigating how Gender HCI methods to address
gender biases in software can make impacts on a large software
company.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gender inclusiveness in technology has become a highly
visible social issue [3, 4, 19, 39, 42, 44, 45, 52]. One form of
gender inclusiveness is software’s gender inclusiveness. More
specifically, because males and females often work differently
with software, a software product can be unintentionally biased
to the needs of one gender while marginalizing another. Design-
ing software products for gender-inclusiveness does not suggest
designing separate products, (e.g., a “pink version” and “blue
version”) but rather removing individual inclusiveness barriers
to accommodate a wide range of working styles no matter what
gender(s) in which they occur.

From this, it follows that helping software professionals see
and understand such biases could lead to products that serve
more people more fully. Toward that end, we built a Gender
HCI method to enable software professionals to concretely find
such biases in their own software.

In this paper, we describe a few highlights from an effort to
enact a real-world behavior change at Microsoft: to inspire Mi-
crosoft software professionals to apply Gender HCI to the soft-
ware products they create. An appropriate methodology for
studying change while attempting to enact it sustainably is
known as Action Research. Action Research is an approach
“that involves engaging with a community to address some
problem… and through this problem  solving to develop schol-
larly knowledge” [25]. As Hayes explains, “the cornerstone …
is that these two cannot be disentangled: the doing and the
knowing, the intervention and the learning <about it>” [25].

One way Action Research aims at sustainable change is to
be explicitly collaborative with the participants. That is, re-
search is done “with” the participants, not just “to” or “for” or
“focused on” them. Thus, some of the participants take on the
role of researchers themselves [25] and take part in determining
the manipulations of the potential solution being studied
throughout the study. For example, Carroll et al. used it in this
fashion to research and encourage community engagement in
their own information infrastructures [13].

Therefore, our longitudinal study was a fully collaborative
endeavor with Microsoft. As per Action Research, we did the
research over the course of a year with many of the Microsoft
participants serving as researchers, working in the ways they
thought best for their views and corner of the company. Our
goal was to provide insights into the following question:

What does it take to “land” gender inclusiveness in soft-
ware development practices at a large technology company?

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

We began by introducing into Microsoft a Gender HCI
method known as GenderMag (Gender-Inclusiveness Magni-
fier) [12]. GenderMag is an inspection method to enable soft-
ware professionals to evaluate software they are building from
a gender-inclusiveness perspective. This method eventually
spawned numerous derivatives at Microsoft. Thus, we will use
the term GenderMag only when referring to the GenderMag
method alone, and Gender HCI when referring to all the vari-
ants and derivatives that ultimately came into use.

At GenderMag’s core are five facets (shown in Fig. 1) of
people’s problem-solving approaches that tend to cluster by

Fig. 1. The Abby persona as it was in the first version used at Microsoft.
(Portions elided, others enlarged for readability.)
Gender [2, 5, 9, 10, 14, 15, 20, 24, 30, 38, 47]. GenderMag makes the facets concrete with a set of four faceted personas—“Abby” (Fig. 1), “Patricia,” “Patrick” and “Tim”. Tim’s facet values are frequently seen in males, Abby’s are those frequently seen in females that are the most different from Tim’s, and the two Pats’ (identical) facet values add coverage of a large fraction of females and males different from Abby and Tim.

GenderMag intertwines these faceted personas with a specialized Cognitive Walkthrough (CW) [48, 51]. In a GenderMag CW, evaluators answer two CW questions for each step of a detailed use case with respect to the five facets, from the perspective of one of the above personas:

- Will <persona> know what to do at this step? (Yes/no/maybe, why)
- If <persona> does the right thing, will s/he know s/he did the right thing & is making progress toward their goal? (Yes/no/maybe, why)

Uses of GenderMag have begun to emerge in the literature [11, 18, 27, 28, 35], but none of these works investigates the use of practices or methods for gender-inclusive software over a period longer than a couple of hours. That is the gap this paper helps to fill.

III. METHODOLOGY: ACTION RESEARCH

Action Research (Fig. 2) is an approach to long-term field research that involves engaging with a community for a dual purpose. As a type of field study, it aims to develop scholarly knowledge about a potential solution to a problem. However, it is unlike most studies in that it does not have controls and is “hands on”—it aims to address the problem in that particular community during (throughout) the field study [25, 50].

Our initial input into Microsoft was to introduce the GenderMag method, but along the way this “treatment” evolved into a variety of Gender HCI methods. We iteratively collected data on what happened next while also iterating on the method(s) to improve them, looping around to collect more data, and so on, as per the Action Research loop.

Despite the fact that the “treatment” (here, Gender HCI methods) changes continuously, Action Research shares with other empirical methodologies an emphasis on rigor. In Action Research, rigor focuses especially on credibility and validity, which are attained primarily through member checking (verifying interpretations of events by the participants themselves) and through triangulation (ascertaining whether multiple sources of evidence produce the same conclusion).

As per Action Research, our participants were of two sorts. Participant-researchers were Microsoft employees who stepped forward to try out GenderMag or to otherwise contribute to seeing where it would lead within Microsoft. As of April 2016, we counted 20 participant-researchers, but there may be more who did not identify themselves to us. In addition to participant-researchers were “regular” participants: those who also participated in the changing processes. These participants did not do research per se, but they participated in and experienced variants of the method, and had opportunities to act upon what they experienced. We do not know exactly how many Microsoft employees ultimately fell under this category, but we know that there were at least 655 of them.

We collected a wide variety of data sources about usage across the company: detailed accounts of using the method and its derivatives, download counts of internal videos about the method and its derivatives, attendee counts at Gender HCI events, anonymous workshop feedback forms, emails and memos about Gender HCI, internal artifacts, surveys collecting Gender HCI data, and user experience reports on product outcomes. These multiple sources of evidence allowed extensive triangulation.

IV. THE “UNFREEZE” STAGE

Our investigation began with the Action Research “Unfreeze” stage (Fig. 2, left node). The Unfreeze stage is recognizing a problem and generating an impetus for change.

The organization’s “unfreeze” from the perspective of Gender HCI began with a changing of the guard. In February 2014, Microsoft’s Board of Directors appointed Satya Nadella as Chief Executive Officer and member of the Board of Directors, replacing S. Ballmer, who had been CEO for 14 years. In June 2015, Nadella announced a new mission statement for Microsoft that rested heavily upon Microsoft’s ability to build inclusive products [49]:

CEO: Our mission is to empower every person and every organization on the planet to achieve more.

The CEO’s internal company email [7] accompanying the new mission statement emphasized the need for growth in three areas: an “obsession” with customers, collaboration, and—especially pertinent to this paper—diversity and inclusion:

CEO: Diverse and inclusive: The world is diverse. We will better serve everyone on the planet by ... be<ing> open to learning our own biases and changing our behaviors... We don’t just value differences, we seek them out... as a result, our ideas are better, our products are better and our customers are better served...

To allow the new mission to take hold, the CEO then needed to propagate throughout the company the “unfreezing” with respect to that mission. Toward that end, the CEO initiated ways to hold employees accountable for inclusiveness in general—including gender-inclusiveness. As P17, a participant a few levels below the CEO, put it:

P17:<Accountability for inclusiveness is> precisely what happened. CorporateVP2 is making this a top priority for all of the <Division>. This is coming down to all the managers.

Lesson 1 (A precondition: inclusiveness accountability): We believe that the top-down propagation of accountability for making progress on software inclusiveness was key to our participants’ willingness to consider incorporating Gender HCI methods into their practices.

V. THE “CHANGING” STAGE

From a Gender HCI perspective, the Action Research “Changing” stage (Fig. 2, middle node and Feedback loop A)
began in July 2015.

In July 2015, Researcher1 gave a 20-minute presentation on GenderMag to a group of faculty researchers and Microsoft engineers at the 2015 Microsoft Faculty Summit. In attendance were about 30 Software Engineering faculty members from around the world and about 30 Microsoft employees (mostly engineers). Researcher1’s talk attracted significant interest. Several follow-up meetings from the GenderMag talk ensued, and on July 29, 2015, Researcher1 and TeamGroupA employees P1 and P3 decided to try out the GenderMag process on some of TeamGroupA’s products.

Lesson 2 (Political perils and optionality of gender inclusiveness): A number of teams that at first expressed interest did not follow through. This can occur with any new approach, but in the case of Gender HCI, it was sometimes tied to political perils such as the gender politics of talking explicitly about gender, or not wanting to argue with a vocal naysayer about its importance. Such issues were sometimes magnified by competing priorities winning out over gender inclusiveness when gender inclusiveness was viewed as being too controversial or “more optional” than other priorities.

TeamGroupA was a group of 5 development teams working for P3 (TeamGroupA’s Engineering Lead); they were the first 5 teams at Microsoft to try the method. As the first 5 teams, they had the greatest lifespan in our yearlong investigation, and we have the most data about their experiences.

TeamGroupA had inherited a multi-platform product targeting IT professionals, and wanted to broaden the customer base to small business owners. Toward that end, their UX team had recently prepared personas that reminded P3, TeamGroupA’s Engineering Lead, of the GenderMag personas Tim and Abby. Further, since half of all small business owners are female, P3 saw GenderMag as being particularly pertinent to their goals:

P3: If I can’t make the product work for Abby, I will have failed.

The first GenderMag session at Microsoft was attended by five males and one female from a TeamGroupA team. Two were software engineers or engineering managers, one was a program manager, and three were user experience (UX) people. They began to walk through a fairly basic product and immediately started finding issues. At the time of their GenderMag evaluation, their product was partially implemented and partially in design mockup form.

By the end of that session, their GenderMag CW forms revealed that 54% of the features they evaluated had usability issues, half of which (27% of all the features evaluated) were gender-inclusiveness issues as per the definition in [11].

The team was enthusiastic about the results. Five out of the six said it had revealed issues they hadn’t realized before. The sixth, P1, added credibility: s/he said that, in prior user research s/he had conducted, P1 had actually seen all of the issues the GenderMag session revealed. The team agreed on a list of 14 changes to be made in their software product.

As the week progressed, the TeamGroupA teams brought more advanced functionalities into the evaluation. Since those functionalities involve even more problem-solving by the user, usability issues in general went up to an average of 77%, and gender-inclusiveness issues relating to problem-solving styles also increased, averaging around 52% in the last three sessions, as per the teams’ recordings on their GenderMag forms.

One issue was the amount of pre-work (setup time) required. To lighten the process, Researcher1 and P1 collaboratively experimented over the week. By iterating on the method over the week’s sessions, they were able to make it much lighter, ultimately eliminating most of the pre-work.

By the end of that first week of working with TeamGroupA, we learned two more lessons:

Lesson 3 (More than inclusiveness evaluation): GenderMag had to serve a dual purpose: it had to not only effectively help the team find improvements their product needed, but also to educate people about diversity in software products. At times, this duality added enough weight and difficulties to threaten the entire effort.

Lesson 4 (Talking about gender by not talking about gender): The five facets were a non-gendered vocabulary that gave software teams explicit and actionable ways of talking about gender biases in their software. This aspect turned out to be key to some people’s willingness to participate in gender inclusiveness conversations.

VI. TOWARD REFREEZING: INITIAL IMPACTS

Due in part to interest from leadership and in part to TeamGroupA’s successful experiences with GenderMag, a variety of other teams started experimenting with GenderMag and derivative Gender HCI methods that they began to derive to fit their teams’ particular needs and processes.

Using data from all of these teams, after about 10 months, we began to measure initial impacts across the company.

A. Impacts on Software Products

We know of twelve teams who changed the software products they produce as follow-ups to using some variant of a Gender HCI method. For example:

P20: (I) rewrote the compiler error messages in ProductX to make use of Researcher1’s research.

P14: … looking at ProductD-xFeature … uncovered many general usability and gender related issues… <The TeamGroupD team working on xFeature> along with two other key teams are addressing <the issues> in the next version of ProductD.

By November 2016, nine other teams from TeamGroupD had also made changes like those P14 describes.

The facets as a vocabulary turned out to be a particularly accessible tool for the teams. P13 explicitly referred to using them in expanding upon P14’s description of the ProductD changes based on the facets:

P13: This sprint <ProductD-xFeature improvement> was a first step towards addressing gender inclusion… and we know there are other factors that contribute to gender bias… We will continue to explore these factors in the coming months.

As for TeamGroupA, we have the most data about their product, because their product changes have been in effect long enough to collect customer ratings data. Old vs. new ratings were a little challenging to compare because they measured slightly different things, but one of TeamGroupA’s feature sets’ customer ratings improved by over 40% (i.e., about 1.5 times the previous score); other feature sets had more modest but still...
positive gains. In qualitative user studies of TeamGroupA’s product redesign, results were also positive, with comments generally preferring the redesigns that followed from using Gender HCI methods. For example:

UserStudyParticipant1: This is really easy to do. <Compared to older product>, this is all in one place. UX research report: ...Very positive responses from both novice and experienced <customers>.

Ultimately, TeamGroupA was so encouraged by the new customer ratings, they posted about the product improvements on their “Brag Wall.”

B. Impacts on Work Processes

As to impacts on people’s work processes, these varied greatly. The event that facilitated work process impact the most was probably the deconstruction of GenderMag into multiple intellectual tools, because the deconstruction afforded teams’ ability to evolve the bits and pieces they wanted into their own work processes.

P2: I have Abby’s persona pinned to my corkboard with all the good bits (facets) highlighted. ... It also allowed people who were emotionally involved in the product creation the freedom or ability to pull themselves out of the equation and talk about Abby.

P3: After the first session, my team members came up with a simpler process – that eliminates any pre-work ...

P14: We’re not actually implementing <GenderMag> as-is, ...much too difficult for any team without a facilitator. <But> we are looking at <facets> ...

P16: We use GenderMag kinds of questions in <our> heuristic evaluation walkthroughs.

The part of GenderMag that seems to have impacted people’s work practices the most are the facets and the vocabulary they bring about ranges of problem-solving approaches.

P14: The most useful pieces for us have been thinking in spectra rather than binary ...<the spectra of facet values> have proven directly applicable to decision making in SW design.

Building upon this vocabulary and more, TeamD2 is creating intellectual tools and activities to inspire other teams throughout the company to embrace Gender HCI practices in their own work:

P13: We’ll focus on activating more teams with simple starting points for gender inclusion, led by learning styles and self-efficacy.

C. Impacts on Awareness and Mindset

The greatest impact overall has been a mindset shift in the way Microsoft employees talk and think about their users.

P11: ... making our software more inclusive without resorting to cliché.... There is immense value in ...understanding that gender biased software arises in subtle ways....

Measuring changes in awareness and mindset is not easy, but we can provide at least some evidence from interest in an internal “Gender-Inclusiveness Summit,” held in late June 2016. On the day of the event, 268 people attended: 85 people in person, and 183 via Skype. The presentations were recorded and uploaded to the company intranet, and within the first month it had been viewed 524 times, making it the second-most popular video on the company-wide research server that month.

Another indicator lies in the feedback forms from attendees at some of the Gender HCI training events over the course of the year. Among them are comments employees made saying that their minds had changed in some way. For example:

P19: We learned that when you build for the average case, you could very easily leave out one gender or the other. That was a big Aha. Applying <the Gender HCI tools> to everything we do is the kind of thing I’ll take back to my day job.

P23: I never thought about the way women think vs. the way I think and want things done.

P21: I realize that the people who are using <product> look, feel, act and identify in very different ways from each other.

P22: ...Now I have a better way to think about how to address issues that will benefit everyone, but especially women.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The time may be right for Gender HCI methods to have a chance of taking hold in real-world software companies. The results of our year-long study suggest that integrating Gender HCI methods into software development can pay off—for both the business case and the social justice case. Among the lessons we learned are:

- Impacts: Gender HCI practices have begun to impact not only processes but also mindsets (“...changed the way I think”) and software products. Improvements have been noticeable and encouraging: one team’s use of Gender HCI practices improved their customer ratings by over 40%.

- From top-level interest to widespread ownership of inclusiveness: Top-level interest in gender-inclusiveness was key to Gender HCI methods having a chance initially, but grassroots ownership brings staying power.

- Gender HCI minefields: Gender HCI is fraught with political peril. Among the key factors that enabled the Gender HCI work to survive these dangers were its initial foundations of extensive empirical data; a vocabulary that was about facets instead of gender; and bringing people toward understanding that one gender or another can be disproportionately affected by design designs, but away from binary bucketing like “women are pink, men are blue”.

Our journey to understand what it takes to bring Gender HCI methods to a large technology organization is still ongoing. One thing we have learned is the fragility of such an endeavor. Our work was beset with competing priorities, erratic funding, differing philosophies on gender inclusiveness, and the political sensitivity of talking about gender.

Despite these difficulties, Gender HCI is gaining traction at Microsoft. We hope that other researchers and practitioners will brave the pitfalls, armed in part by the lessons reported here, to embark on Gender HCI journeys in their own settings.
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